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Abstract 

 

Recently, developing interaction techniques that allow gesture recognition for 

home application and game control is one popular field in Human-Computer- 

Interaction (HCI) research. In this paper, we proposed a method for hand gesture 

recognition using artificial neural network algorithm commonly used in HCI. 

Previous studies have generally used distinguished distribution datasets. However, 

in the real world, gesture data are imbalanced. In addition, if gesture distribution 

data are imbalanced, it is difficult to classify gesture. To solve these problems, we 

present a gesture distribution feature based weighted Neural Network (FWNN) 

after adding trajectory distribution data to input layer before network training. 

Specific hand trajectory coordinate and the number of extrema of hand trajectory 

are added to the trajectory distribution data. Our experimental results demonstrate 

that our method is much more accurate than the method of using only sequence 

data.  
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1 Introduction 
 

    Gesture recognition is an interesting part of recently study. Camera based 

gesture recognition has been used in a wide variety of applications such as games, 

medical systems, hand signals, and sign language [1]. We can make a gesture 

using various parts of the body. Hand is used more widely than other parts of the 

body for making gestures. The overall goal of hand gesture recognition is to 

interpret hand pose and its meaning. Previous studies have commonly used 2-D  
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image for hand gesture recognition. Due to the lack of robustness in changes in 

various environments, depth camera based studies are taking the spotlight recently 

[2]. Kinect that provides tracking data and depth data is convenient for gesture 

recognition research. Balanced and distinguished distribution datasets have been 

mostly used in experiments of previous studies. However, everyday gesture 

distribution data are imbalanced [3]. Gesture recognition accuracy becomes lower 

with imbalanced data or increased data. Various studies have been performed to 

overcome such disadvantages [4]. In general, hand gesture recognition needs 

complicated calculations which is hard to implement algorithm. In this paper, we 

used a method with simple calculation so that users can make easy feed-forward 

neural networks structure with a learning algorithm using back-propagation. First 

we used tracking algorithm with a Kinect sensor and extract hand trajectory. We 

added the trajectory distribution data onto the input layer to improve the accuracy. 

The trajectory distribution data used a very simple calculation. Through 

experiment, our method was found to be able to reduce the number of weight 

updates and improve the accuracy of hand gesture recognition. These concepts are 

included in the research of Feature based hybrid neural network for hand gesture 

recognition [14]. We included more details in this paper. 

 

2 Hand gesture recognition and Neural Networks 
 

2.1 Hand gesture recognition 

 

    Many studies have been performed on hand gesture recognition using Hidden 

Markov Models (HMM) [5], Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [6], Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) [7], and Neural Networks (NN) [8]. Although HMM has rich 

mathematical structure with statistical model of sequence data that are suitable for 

various application fields such as speech signal and gesture recognition, it has 

discomfort in discretization of multi-dimensional data converted to 

one-dimensional data [5]. DTW is an algorithm for measuring time and speed 

difference between two sequences with weakness in data increase and operation 

increase [6]. SVM is a supervised learning model for gesture recognition. 

However, its speed and size have limit in the learning and testing phase [7]. We 

focused on Artificial Neural network. Neural network trains and updates until the 

output and target are matched. Once network is trained, classification and 

recognition can be used in verification step very quickly. It has problem of 

overfitting. However, there are many ways to fix overfitting. Neural network is a 

non-parametric model that is easier and faster to adopt than other models. Its 

application program and field are making progress for more than 15 years [8] [9] 

[10].  

 

2.2 Neural Networks 

 

    Neural networks are models of biological neural structures. They are 

composed of multiple layers. Feed-forward neural network is a popular neural  
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network structure with a learning algorithm widely using back-propagation. 

Neural networks have already been proven to be efficient in recognition and 

classification. They have several advantages. They can learn from themselves and 

handle complex data. In addition, they are robust in changing environment. 

Moreover, they can be built in less time [11]. Furthermore, it is easy to materialize 

and apply them. They can be used in many applications. However, it has a 

problem of overfitting when there the number of parameters is increased. 

According to gesture distribution feature, if data distributions between classes are 

highly overlapped, recognition performance will decline. To fix this problem, 

many suggestions have been provided [9] [12] [13]. We have suggested a gesture 

distribution feature based weighted Neural Network for hand gesture recognition 

using pre-extracted gesture distribution feature as input layer to recognize many 

diverse gestures [14]. It can be processed effectively and speedily.  

 

3 Gesture spotting and calculation of weighted node 
 

Here, we suggest a method to make diverse hand gestures effectively 

recognized based on feed-forward neural network classifier. If there are many 

overlaps between gestures classes, recognition performance will decline [3]. To 

have balanced data distribution, distribution of gesture can be extracted with 

simple calculation by composing a weighted node and adding it to previous node 

made of only hand tracking data as shown in Figure 1. Accuracy of recognition is 

raised by learning weighted node added onto the new input layer. Gesture spotting 

and preprocessing using distribution feature of track to extract are used to 

compose the weighted node. 

 

 
 

Fig 1. New input layer 

 

3.1 Gesture spotting and preprocessing 

 

    In this paper, neural network as a classification algorithm is used to 

recognize hand gesture. Neural network for classification is a supervised learning 

algorithm that needs inputs and outputs. It requires the same length of input while 

learning. Therefore, in learning and classification, data have to be fixed in size. 

Spotting phase is also required in order to extract gesture matter. To suggest a 

method, we considered various body conditions that can normalize joint 

coordinate to relative coordinate. To designate a particular motion to preparation 

motion for hand gesture spotting, if Kinect starts joint tracking, then preparation 

motion is taken. Starting from a live hand moving from the preparation motion, 

the trajectory of hand gesture is captured. Every frame is captured except the first  
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and the last frame to delete sudden change in trajectory. Captured gesture trajectories 

are extracted until the motion stops or certain parts of captured trajectories are cut 

if trajectories are long enough to extract hand gesture trajectories. However, if 

motion is too short, it will exclude trajectories from recognition. The trajectories 

of extracted hand gesture can be fixed to the same length with linear interpolation. 

Fixed coordinates of trajectories constituted the input layer. 

 

3.2 Weighted node calculation by using distribution of trajectory 

 

Besides trajectory used for gesture classification, to compose weighted node 

that can also affect classification, we used a simple method to calculate gesture 

distribution feature data for approximate classification and extrema of trajectory. 

We composed training dataset and test dataset to spotted hand gesture in order to 

compose additional node. Datasets were repeatedly collected gesture sequence 

data classified into different gesture classes. Represented distribution feature is 

extracted from training dataset to represent each class. Represented distribution 

feature can be used to verify hand gesture trajectory feature for approximate 

classification. Each distribution feature of a hand gesture trajectory is processed as 

part of the training dataset for extracting represented distribution feature.  

 

 
 

Fig 2. Euclidean distance and Mahalanobis distance considering the probability of 

distribution. Ak is kth class’ representative location information. B is individual 

location information. D(Ak, B) is Euclidean distance between Ak and B. MD(Ak, B) 

is Mahalanobis distance between Ak and B 

 

The represented distribution feature of gesture is then calculated. It is 

expressible by coordinates and covariance for processed distribution feature in 

each gesture class. Calculated represented distribution feature is centroid 

coordinate Ak and covariance Sk where k is the class of gesture. Here, we used two 

values of trajectory (the average coordinate of trajectory and the end coordinate of 

trajectory) for distribution feature. Those calculated dates are class reference data 

for approximate classification. Individual distribution feature B is extracted from a 

hand gesture composed of training and test datasets. Such method is used to 

process the distribution feature from the training dataset. At approximate 

classification, Mahalanobis distances between extracted Ak and B of a hand  
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gesture in each k class are then repeatedly calculated. As shown in Figure 2, even 

if Euclidean distance is closer, calculating probability distribution considering 

Mahalanobis distance can result in accurate approximate classification. The 

following formula can be used to calculate Mahalanobis distance MD between 

each represented distribution feature and an individual distribution feature: 
 

 -1( , ) ( - ) ( - )Tk k k kMD A B A B S A B                   (1) 

 

where Ak is the kth represented distribution feature data of each class, B is an 

individual distribution feature extracted from a gesture. Sk is covariance matrix in 

kth class and T is conversion matrix. After calculating index of gesture class that 

satisfies k, the shortest Mahalanobis distance is given by equation (2) as shown 

below: 
 

N1 argmin | ( , ) |k
k

MD A B                        (2) 

 

where N1 is an index of the 1st nearest gesture class. As a gesture belongs to 

certain class, Mahalanobis distance of class will be shortened to compose N1 as a 

weighted node. Another weighted node with extrema of trajectory is composed. If 

gesture holds a large number of waving, it may invade other classes that can fall 

off in recognition performance. Extrema of trajectory is a good feature showing 

gesture characteristics. With a number of extrema of gesture trajectory, you can 

earn a hint about how waving the gesture is with a simple calculation. 

Unnecessary extrema can be detected on fine hand shake, even with less waving. 

In order to reduce this problem, Gaussian filter kernel for smoothing is used to 

extract hand trajectory from a gesture. We used first derivative of smoothed 

trajectory to calculate the number of local extrema and compose extrema as 

weighted node from the calculation. If there are overlaps in data distribution for 

each class of gesture, recognition performance will fall off [13]. However, simple 

calculation can make data balanced by composing weighted node with 

approximate classification data and the numbers of extrema.  

 

4 Experiments 
 

   For the experiment, of 20 joints data with Kinect, functional game was 

performed for bicycle hand signal using only wrist data to recognize hand gesture. 

Datasets are shown in Figure 3. We studied left and right hand separately with 

Kinect. We made 5 hand gestures while riding a bike. Three gestures composed of 

one motion (stop, go left or go right, beware). Two gestures had the waving 

motion (lead the way, slow down). A total of 500 learning data were established 

for 5 men. There were 20 input data in a hand per gesture, resulting in a total of 

100 input data per man. A total of 150 testing data used for recognition were from 

3 persons who had established learning data and made 10 input data per gesture 

(50 testing data per man). Input node was composed of 40 hand trajectory points 

and 3 weighted nodes. The hidden layer was composed of 26 layers targeting 5.    
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Fig 3. Bicycle hand signal of both hands. Upper image is for left hand signal. 

Lower image is for right hand signal 

 

The results of performance analysis of FNN, FWNN, and DTW are shown in 

Fig. 4. Test data were composed of data of different participants from the learning 

data experiment, including T1 (widely distributed classes), T2 (widely distributed 

end-point but not classes), and T3 (widely distributed classes but not end-point). 

1NN-DTW is dynamic time warping compared to one-nearest-neighbor. 

KNN-DTW is dynamic-time-warping compared to k-nearest neighbor.  

 

 
 

Fig 4. Accuracy of each hand gesture recognition technique 

     

FNN is feed-forward neural network. It is the most popular neural network. In this 

paper, FWNN is the suggested gesture distribution feature based weighted Neural 

Network. It is composed of extracted feature from gesture distribution to weighted 

node with added feature of input layer to learn. Input parameters are extracted 

from basic hand gesture trajectory data. Weighted nodes are composed of 

numbers of extrema calculated from hand trajectory, an index of approximated 

classified gesture by using the extended position of hand trajectory, and an index  
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of approximated classified gesture by using the last point of hand trajectory for 

FWNN. Generally, DTW and FWNN are more accurate than FNN. The accuracy 

depends on how much weighted node types are added.1NN-DTW is fast but less 

accurate as shown in Fig. 4. KNN-DTW is more accurate than 1NN-DTW. 

Although it takes 1.503 sec for FWNN to learn, once learned, it can categorize 

test dataset fast. The suggested method is 0.027 sec faster than other methods. As 

a result, recognition rate for FNN is 95.4% and the number of updates for weight 

is 31. Recognition rate for FWNN is 97.6% and the number of updates for weight 

is 18. Therefore, FWNN has higher recognition rate with less updates. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

    In this section, after adding extracted extended feature to input layer, FWNN 

is more accurate in classifying various hand gestures with faster recognition speed 

that is fit for live classification. FWNN can recognize not only simple hand 

gestures, but also waving hand gestures. However, z-axis leaned complex 

dynamic gestures need more experiments. Further studies are needed so that a 

method can be used to control home appliances or serious games with more hand 

gesture recognition abilities. 
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